
SUPRA DAC-XLR AUDIO
High end Analogue Stereo interconnect with XLR-plugs
Gauge: 1x3x0.24mm2  / AWG 23
Rev.date: 2023-04-24
Customs tariff no: 8544429010
Country of origin: Sweden

• Low capacitance - signal pulse without flattening or slowing down
• An ultra fast, dynamic & neutral interconnect - with great 3D sound stage
• Shielded with efficient and strong semi-conductive nylon
• Robust & lockable connectors - Noise immune and gold plated

PRODUCT    Qty Part.no  EAN-13  E-no           Crt Weight
DAC-XLR AUDIO BLUE PR 75CM 1PAIR 1001900180 7330060003134 6243024  25      0,41
DAC-XLR AUDIO BLUE PAIR 1M 1PAIR 1001901337 7330060053535   25      0,42
DAC-XLR AUDIO BLUE PAIR 2M 1PAIR 1001901220 7330060053542   25      0,52

w w w . s u p r a c a b l e s . s e

DAC-XLR 2XLR-2XLR Audio - A lightning-fast interconnect cable with no brakes
Supra DAC is a really rapid response interconnect thanks to its extremely low capacitance. In accordance with our de-
sign philosophy, the inductance must be low for a loudspeaker cable whereas for a signal interconnect the capacitance 
must be kept to a minimum. Supra DAC is insulated with a special PE plastic which exhibits only 45 pF/m. Further 
it is foamed and encloses a lot of the cheapest, yet most efficient insulation; Air. More correctly insulation should be 
denominated dielectricum according to the physical laws, where there actually does not exist anything called insula-
tion. Every substance, gas, fluid or solid, exhibits electrical properties, where the trick is to find and choose the most 
benign. Air is easily available, cheap and shows very good dielectrical properties compared to its price. When the PE 
is foamed, the residual amount of PE becomes like a sponge, hence further reducing its electrical influence on the 
fragile music signal. The enclosed air becomes the major dielectricum and results in an electrical locomotion without 
brakes; full dynamics, response time and 3D sound stage, you simply will not come any closer to the real live expe-
rience. Further it is shielded with our very efficient and strong semi-conductive nylon ribbon, keeping all malicious 
noise out. The velocity factor of SUPRA DAC is as high as 78% of the speed of light. With the PTFE/Teflon, often 
used among our competitors, it would have been only 71%.

Application examples are mid- to high-end analogue interconnect equipped with Supra RCA or XLR plugs. 
DAC-XLR is equipped with 24K heavy-duty goldplated connector Swift.

CONSTRUCTION
Cable:   SUPRA DAC
Mantel:    PVC GA78, round, Diameter 6.1mm 
Colour:   Iceblue (other colours upon order)
Marking:   SUPRA DAC > Made in Sweden > Meter mark
Screen connection: Balanced connection, the screen is connected in both ends.
Plugs:   Supra Swift XLR, fully shielded & very robust construction. 
- Type:   2 XLR 3F female red/black > 2 XLR 3M male red/black
- Pin material:  24K Gold plated OFC
- Colour:  Anthracite grey
- Locking:  Snap lock at device & screw clamp at the cable
Solder tin:  Almit SR34 Super
Signal direction: Follow the arrows printed on the cable > source > receiver 
Packing:   Blister 25 x 21.5 x 4.8cm 

Special lengths are made upon order. 

Good Better  Best Superiorx

http://www.jenving.se/pdf/datasheet_se/swift-xlr-plug-datasheet-en.pdf

